¡Sumérgete y comienza a pintar!
Dive in and start colouring!
Submergeix-te i comença a pintar!
Illustrators Leti Lope and Beatriz Colom tell us what the sea means to them and why they have decided to donate their time, talent and enthusiasm to make this book possible:

“The sea is like a great treasure. It is immense and deep, its smell gives me peace and strength! The sea songs inspire me with wonderful images. We drew from the sea of legends and food. Let’s take care of it more and better!”

Beatriz Colom @beatrizcolom_ilustracion

“I was born in the Mediterranean and in the sea I find my roots and my inspiration. I have a deep passion for the sea and its inhabitants, it is my element and I consider it as part of my family and therefore, I have an obligation to protect and care for it. I am proud to say that I do what is in my power to preserve it. Join us and act with us... Help save the Mediterranean.”

Leti Lope @l.l.g.art

A sea full of life and color like the one you have imagined here is possible. Join us and work together in the regeneration of the Mediterranean.

www.savethemed.org #generationSaveTheMed